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Motivation

- Commodity price fluctuations have important effects on
- Macroeconomic volatility (e.g., Kulish and Rees, 2017; Fernández, Schmitt-Grohé; and Uribe, 2020 )
- Sectoral/regional reallocation (e.g., Allcot and Keniston, 2018; Benguria, Saffie, Urzua, 2023)

- Commodity sectors are also central actors in the domestic production network of
small open economies IO network

- Production networks shape the amplification and propagation of sectoral/aggregate shocks (e.g.,
Carvalho et al., 2021; Baqaee and Fahri, 2019)

This paper
Provide theory and evidence of the importance of the domestic production network in
propagating and amplifying commodity price fluctuations
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Network centrality of commodity sectors
The case of commodity-exporting countries
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Define network centrality

Sells to Downstream Propagation (Ψik )Upstream Propagation (Ψ̃ik )

k

i
This figure shows the propagation of shocks along the production network where we remove all other nodes and focus on total propagation (both direct and indirect).

Downstream propagation from seller k to buyer i (Ψik ) and upstream propagation from buyer i to seller k (Ψ̃ik ).

Where supplier centrality is Ψik = (I −Ω)−1 and Ωji =
Pi Mji
Pj Qj

, and customer centrality is Ψ̃ik = (I − Ω̃)−1 and

Ω̃ji = Ωji
Pj Qj
Pi Qi

=
Pi Mji
Pi Qi

.
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Commodity sectors are central suppliers in the domestic network

This figure shows the domestic production network of Australia (WIOD Input-Output data) in 1995 at the sector level (ISIC rev. 3). Each node (circle) is a different

sector in the economy, and the size of the node represents sectoral network centrality. Sector 1 is agriculture, sector 2 is mining, and sector 2 is food products.

Back
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Commodity sectors are central customers in the domestic network

This figure shows the domestic production network of Australia (WIOD Input-Output data) in 1995 at the sector level (ISIC rev. 3). Each node (circle) is a different

sector in the economy, and the size of the node represents sectoral network centrality. Sector 1 is agriculture, sector 2 is mining, and sector 2 is food products
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Commodity sectors are central in the domestic production network

Table: Ranking of Network Centrality of Commodity Sectors in 1995

Customer Centrality Supplier Centrality

Country Agric. Mining Food Agric. Mining Food

Australia 10 11 3 13 6 17
Bulgaria 2 8 1 2 9 13
Brazil 14 25 2 7 14 10
Canada 6 18 3 4 10 15
Denmark 6 33 1 8 17 11
India 9 25 6 3 9 23
Lithuania 1 33 3 2 34 9
Mexico 10 18 1 7 1 15
Russia 3 6 2 5 3 14

Average 7 20 2 6 11 4
This table presents, for each country and commodity sector, the customer and supplier network centrality. Source: WIOD Input-Output database, 1995. Supplier

centrality is obtained using the Leontief inverse elements of the IO network with a typical element Ωji =
Pi Mji
Pj Qj

. Customer centrality is calculated using the Leontief

inverse elements of a typical element Ω̃ji = Ωji
Pj Qj
Pi Qi

=
Pi Mji
Pi Qi
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A production network model of a small open economy
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A simple environment

- The household:
- consumes goods from different sectors
- and supplies labor inelastically

- There are N − 1 competitive non-commodity/non-tradable sectors
- inputs of production: labor and domestic and imported intermediate inputs
- output is sold domestically by households and firms
- prices are endogenously determined within the economy

- There is one competitive commodity sector (sector N)
- firms use labor, domestic intermediates, and imported intermediates inputs
- commodity production is sold domestically (households and firms) and exported abroad
- commodity price, in foreign currency, is determined in international markets (exogenous

to the small open economy)
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Notation

Input-output elements:

Ω = {Ωij} =
PjMij

PiQi
for all i , j = 1, ...,N.

we also define producer’s i expenditure on factor (labor and capital)

ai =
WLi
PiQi

We define ΨD as the domestic Leontieff-Inverse matrix, dimension N − 1,N − 1, between
non-commodity sectors, that satisfy

ΨD = (I −ΩD)−1 =
∞

∑
s=0

ΩDs with typical element {Ψij}.
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Household

The representative consumer solves the following program

max
C

U(C) s.t.
N

∑
i=1

PiCi ≤ WL̄ +
N

∑
i=1

πi

Pi are the prices of final goods (Ci ), W is the wage, labor is (L̄), and πi are sectoral profits.
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Sectoral technology

Gross output in sector i , Qi , is produced according to

Qi = ZiFi (Li , {Mij}N
j=1,MiM )

where Zi is a producer-specific shock, Fi (.) is a constant-returns to scale function. Li is labor demand of
producer i and Mij is intermediate demand for good j by producer i , MiM is imported intermediates.

Cost-minimization implies

Pi = MCi (W ,P;Zi ).

that the marginal cost is a function of the wage rate, the price of all goods P = (P1, ...,PN ) and its own
productivity, Zi .
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Commodity sector price and the terms of trade
- Since the law of one price holds for both the commodity price PN and the imported

good price PM , then

PN = P∗NE ; PM = P∗ME ,

in which E is the nominal exchange rate.

- As we are interested in the relative price of the commodity good with respect to the
import price, the terms of trade are exogenous

PN

PM
=

P∗NE
P∗ME

=
P∗N
P∗M

For simplicity, let us define any price in units of the importable good as

pi =
Pi

PM
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Equilibrium

The following conditions characterize the equilibrium in our model

∀i = 1, ...,N − 1 : Qi = Ci +
N

∑
j=1

Mji , [output mkt clearing]

PNQN − PNCN −
N

∑
j=1

PNMj,N =
N

∑
i

PMMiM , [trade balance]

L̄ =
N

∑
i=1

Li , [labor mkt clearing]
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Response of sectoral prices (relative to the import price)
Proposition
Let ã = Ψ · a be the network-adjusted labor share. Up to a first order, given ŵ , we have

p̂ = −ΨẐ + ãŵ .

Solving for the real wage, we have

p̂i = − ∑
k∈N

[
Ψik −

ãi

ãN
ΨNk

]
Ẑk︸ ︷︷ ︸

Sectoral technology effect

+
ãi

ãN
p̂∗N︸ ︷︷ ︸

Commodity price effect

- Productivity has unclear effects on p̂i , while commodity prices always increase it
- A decline in Zk increases prices but also reduces the real wage
- Commodity prices put pressure on real wages which then affects all sectors via production linkages
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Production spillovers
Proposition

Q̂ =
(

diag(S)−1Ψ
′
TradedΦ− ã

) 1
ãN︸ ︷︷ ︸

Commodity Price (Terms-of-Trade) Effect

p̂∗N + diag(S)−1Ψ
′
TradedF︸ ︷︷ ︸

Labor Endowment Effect

̂̄L
+
[
diag(S)−1Ψ

′
Traded(ΦΨ[N, :] − (Θ + eN Θ

′
M )Ψ) + Ψ− ãΨ[N, :]

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Sectoral productivity

Ẑ

- Under Cobb-Douglas technologies and no network, a change in p∗N is isomorphic to a change in weighted
productivities Ψ[N,:]Z

- With general CES and network connections, changes to p∗N can propagate very differently to productivity
shocks (e.g., Carvalho et al., 2020)

- Negative downstream propagation (−ã): cost channel
- Positive upstream propagation (diag(S)−1Ψ

′

TradedΦ): ”wealth effect” and input reallocation
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Macroeconomic effects

Proposition (Real wage and GDP)
Up to first order, the real wage, in units of the importable goods, is

ŵ =
(1− (ΩNN + Ω

′
[N,(1:N−1)]Ψ

DΩ[(1:N−1),N]))

(aN + Ω
′
[N,1:N−1]Ψ

DaD)
p̂∗N +

(ẐN + Ω
′
[N,1:N−1]Ψ

DẐ
D
)

(aN + Ω
′
[N,1:N−1]Ψ

DaD)

- If the commodity sector only uses labor to produce, ΩN,i = 0 ∀ i from 1 to N , then a commodity price
change is the same as an aggregate productivity change

- Once the commodity sector connects to other sectors, commodity prices and productivity can differ in
important ways

- The key is that now sectors are directly and indirectly connected to a sector whose price is not
endogenously responding to higher-order network effects. Mitigation that depends on the network
structure
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Quantitative exploration
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Calibration

- Intermediate input and factor shares from WIOD IO tables 1995

- Production elasticities inferred from the empirical response of sectoral output Qi to
commodity price fluctuations

- Data on output and prices data from the WIOD for the period 1995-2009(2011) (34 sectors)

- Commodity prices data from UNComtrade and IMF PCPS data (44 different commodities, HS
1992-4 digits) from Fernández, González, and Rodŕıguez (2018)

- The merger leaves us with 9 countries (Australia, Bulgaria, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, India,
Lithuania, Mexico, and Russia) and three commodity sectors

Product-Sector
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Backing out production elasticities

Given the downstream propagation to prices (cost-channel), production elasticities shape the
upstream propagation to quantities in non-linear ways. Define the following empirical
(mis)specification

yict = δt + αi,c + δc,t + φ1Upstreamict + φ2Downstreamict + ν′X ict−1 + εict ,

where yict is non-commodity sector sector i ’s output or prices in country c at time t . δt , αi,c , and δc,t
are a full set of time, country-sector, and country-time fixed effects. X ict−1 is a vector of lagged
controls (including the dependent variable and network measures). εict is the error term.

This regression also tests the relevance of the network propagation, empirically.
Measuring spillovers
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Commodity prices propagate through the network
Panel (a): Quantity Panel (b): Prices

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Upstreamict 0.0067∗∗ 0.0080∗∗ 0.0072∗∗∗ 0.0004 0.0067 0.0019
(0.0031) (0.0031) (0.0022) (0.0067) (0.0075) (0.0024)

Upstreamict−1 0.0027 0.0055 0.0058∗∗∗ -0.0171 -0.0008 -0.0003
(0.0035) (0.0037) (0.0020) (0.0137) (0.0070) (0.0018)

Downstreamict 0.0022 0.0018 -0.0007 0.0104∗ 0.0099∗∗ 0.0082∗∗∗
(0.0017) (0.0016) (0.0012) (0.0054) (0.0049) (0.0026)

Downstreamict−1 -0.0020 -0.0020 -0.0024∗∗ 0.0074 0.0090∗∗ 0.0115∗∗∗
(0.0015) (0.0015) (0.0011) (0.0058) (0.0039) (0.0023)

Observations 3906 3906 3906 3906 3906 3906
Within R2 0.924 0.777 0.766 0.959 0.737 0.694
Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country × Sector F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country × Year F.E. Yes Yes

A one standard deviation increase in commodity prices leads to a 0.72 percent increase in upstream non-commodity sector
output. Results highlight the role of production flexibility and demand channels.
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Model-implied elasticities from output responses

The higher the degree of substitutability between intermediates and labor-capital (σ) the stronger is the upstream
propagation and the weaker is the downstream propagation.
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Macroeconomic effects (back of the envelope)

- To study the response of prices and the real wage, up to a first order, we only need the IO
tables. Model-implied volatility of real wage or GDP in units of the importable goods√

Var (ŵ) = (ã−1
N )
√

Var
(
p̂∗N
)

- Take the mining sector: ã−1
N in Mexico is 1.1 while in Brazil 1.05.

- From di Pace, Juvenal, Petrella (2023), ToT shocks in Mexico have a std of 7% while in Brazil
5%.

- If Mexican mining had the network structure of Brazil, volatility would decline from 7.7%
to 7.35%

- If Brazilian mining had the network structure of Mexico, volatility would increase from
5.25% to 5.5%
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Conclusion

- Commodity sectors are central in the production network of commodity exporters
(suppliers and buyers)

- The propagation and amplification of commodity prices can significantly differ from
that of productivity changes

- This is especially true in the presence of networks and non-unitary elasticities in
production
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Top-5 commodities per country

Country Top-5 commodities
Australia Coal (17.5%) Aluminum (12.6%) Crude Oil (12.6%) Iron (7.6%) Natural Gas (4.9%)
Brazil Iron (16.5%) Soybeans (12.5%) Soybean Meal (9.3%) Crude Oil (8.6%) Aluminum (7.6%)
Bulgaria Crude Oil (36.5%) Copper (29.7%) Zinc (6.1%) Lead (3.3%) Aluminum (2.6%)
Canada Crude Oil (26.9%) Natural Gas (25.3%) Soft Sawn (13.1%) Aluminum (7.8%) Gold (3%)
Denmark Crude Oil (34.4%) Hides (6.1%) Aluminum (3%) Shrimp (2.6%) Fish Meal (2.2%)
India Crude Oil (24.8%) Shrimp (11%) Iron (8%) Hides (7.3%) Soybean Meal (5.6%)
Lithuania Crude Oil (65%) Soft Sawn (7.6%) Hides (4.4%) Hard Sawn (3.6%) Soft Log (2.2%)
Mexico Crude Oil (82.5%) Iron (3.3%) Shrimp (2.3%) Hides (1.9%) Zinc (1.3%)

back
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Measuring network spillovers

Upstreamict = ∑
k∈K

(
Ψ̃kic − 1i=k

)
· p̃kct ,

Downstreamict = ∑
k∈K

(
Ψikc − 1i=k

)
· p̃kct .

in which p̃kct is the log change of commodity sector k price in country c and time t , and Ψkic and Ψ̃kic are the
upstream and downstream network links of sector i from/to the commodity sector k , respectively

Back
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Functional form: CES technologies

Assume the following CES production technology

Qi = Zi

(
a

1
σi
i L

σi−1
σi

i + (1− ai )
1
σi M

σi−1
σi

i

) σi
σi−1

,

in which the intermediate input bundle is

Mi =
( N

∑
j=1

ω
1
εi
ij M

εi−1
εi

ij

) εi
εi−1

.

In this case, the IO substitution term becomes a complex function of production elasticities and IO linkages

N+1

∑
j=1

λj

λi
Φj (i ,N + 1) =

N+1

∑
j=1

λj

λi

(
N+1

∑
h=1

N+1

∑
k=1

Ωjk

[
(ε j − 1)

(
ΩM

jh − δkh

)
− (σj − 1)ΩM

jh ΩjL

]
Ψki

Ψh,N+1
ΨN+1,N+1

)
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